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Specialist in launching new companies and products, María López-Escorial achievements include her involvement 
in the green field launch of ING Direct and its Orange Account in Spain, the consolidation of Fundación 
Microfinanzas BBVA in Latin America, as well as the launch of World Vision Spain, as General Director of 
Marketing & Strategy. 

Nowadays, Professor López-Escorial focuses her efforts on building business solutions for poverty alleviation. 
Expanding the concept of “business at the bottom of the pyramid and social innovation” to the highest number 
of people and companies. “Businesses at the bottom of the pyramid, well executed, are one of the most efficient 
tools we can think off at the moment to help alleviate poverty. The only way to fight poverty is to create richness. 
Being a business investment vs a donation makes it sustainable, scalable and much more efficient.” 

Previously, she was in charge of helping to develop the commercial and business strategy for Fundación 
Microfinanzas BBVA, and its network of 9 microfinance institutions in 7 Latin American countries that serve 
customers at the bottom of the pyramid. Fundación Microfinanzas BBVA is the biggest effort in the world, to 
apply first class banking capabilities to financially include the unbanked population. 

"Individuals at the bottom of the pyramid are a fascinating, challenging, little understood, set of customers with 
unique needs, motivations and priorities, that well served, their lives can be significantly improved and at the 
same time generate economic and social impact", explains María that combines a managerial, and academic 
profile. 

Her strategic marketing knowledge embraces all marketing activities from positioning and brand management, 
to product launch, market segmentation, communications strategy, media plan and specially customer insight.  

“I had an intensive involvement in the strategic positioning and launch of ING direct as a new concept of banking 
and the orange account as an innovative financial product. The main challenge was to launch a new bank and a 
new brand….with a new product….with an almost unknown distribution system….with very little physical 
presence…acquiring customers at a very low cost.", "With the launch of World Vision Spain, one of the largest 
development NGOs in the world operating in 97 countries, we achieved spectacular growth from 65 sponsors to 
more than 12,000 in only 3 years, with a completely unknown brand name in Spain, in a market where trust is 
key”. 

Professor López-Escorial has an B.A. (hons.) in European Business Administration by Universidad Pontificia de 
Comillas (E-4) and Middlesex University (London, UK) and a Master in International Affairs/ International Business 
by The Fletcher School, Tutfs University (Boston, USA) with exchange at Amos Tuck School of Business 
Administration at Darmouth College (New Hamshire, USA). 

Professor López-Escorial has developed her professional experience in three continents (Spain, UK, France, USA 
and Australia) and performed field work in several countries among others; Perú, Colombia, Chile, Argentina, 
Panama, Bolivia, Guatemala, Mali and Ghana. 

mailto:mlopez@faculty.ie.edu


Elected Top100 women leader in Spain 2018. 

Academic Background 

Master in International Business. The Fletcher School (Tufts University) y Amos Tuck School of Business 
Administration (Dartmouth College). Boston. USA. School Diploma in Strategic Management and International 
Consultancy 

B.A. (Hons.) in European Business Administration. Universidad Pontificia de Comillas, ICADE-4. Madrid. 
Spain. Middlesex University. London, UK. 

Professional Experience 

 Senior strategy consultant specialized in social innovation: Microfinance and Business at the Bottom of the 
Pyramid. 

 President of the Board. Fuandación Compromiso y Transparencia. 

 Business Development. Fundación Microfinanzas BBVA. July 2009- April 2013. 

 Gomicrocredir.org. Founder. January 2008- June 2009. Awarded with the Banespyme Orange price 2009 
to one of the most innovative business ideas 

 Strategy and Marketing Director. World Vision Spain. The largest sponsorship NGO in the World. Oct 2004-
December 2007. Madrid, Spain. 

 CEO and Founder Tararea y Simplifica. Strategy and Marketing consultancy (Sep 2002-present). Madrid, 
Spain. 

 Marketing Director. Gran Via Musical. Dec 2000- Sep 2002. Madrid, Spain. 

 Marketing Manager. ING Direct Spain. Oct 1998-Dec 2000. Madrid, Spain. 

 Strategy Consultant. Bain & Company. Sep 1996-1998. Madrid, Spain & Sidney, Australia 

 Merchandiser. Marks & Spencer. 1992-1994. London, UK; Paris, France & Madrid, Spain 

Overseas experience: UK, France, Australia 

Teaching Experience 

 IE Business School (2002-present). Associate Professor of Marketing. 

Teaching Business at the Bottom of the Pyramid, Marketing & Sales management, Social Marketing in Full-time 
and Part-time Masters, In-house and On-line programs. Spanish and English. 

 Professor at the Inditex Catedra de Responsabilidad Social at the Coruña University. (2012-present) 

 Professor Master in Microfinance. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. (2017-preset) 

Seminars taught: 

 Corporate Governance for Microfinance Institutions in Ghana. November 2012. 

 Client Management for Microfinance Institutions in Ghana. June 2013 

 Corporate Governance & Client management for Financial NGOs. April 2014. 

Financieros sin Fronteras & the Ghana Minister of Finance & Planning. 

Publications 
 
El País Paneta Futuro: http://elpais.com/autor/maria_lopez_escorial/a/ 
Compromiso Empresarial. Opinión: http://www.compromisoempresarial.com/author/maria-lopez/ 
IE Marketing blog: http://marketing.blogs.ie.edu/archives/tag/maria-lopez-escorial 

 
COURSE OVERVIEW 
 
The coffee challenge is an initiative developed by Utópica Travel, Spanish leader in slow experience 
travel belonging to El Corte Inglés; Supracafé, Spanish  Premium coffee brand and the IE University 

http://elpais.com/autor/maria_lopez_escorial/a/
http://elpais.com/autor/maria_lopez_escorial/a/
http://www.compromisoempresarial.com/author/maria-lopez/
http://marketing.blogs.ie.edu/archives/tag/maria-lopez-escorial
https://utopica.travel/


through María López Escorial, professor specialized in developing business solutions for poverty 
alleviation.  
Iberia, El Corte Inglés, ProColombia and other partners also contribute to the development of the 
challenge. 
 
The purpose of the challenge for all its members is to show and educate on how to be part of the 

solution for a better planet, protecting nature and society.  

That is why the winners of the challenge would work on developing it further with their mentor for 

two months and go to Colombia for two weeks for a co-creation exercise of the solution with all its 

stakeholders: AMUCC  women (main focus of the challenge), the community, the local authorities, 

the company, and others.  

The whole experience would be filmed in a documentary that would aired in Spain after the trip.  

Several communication efforts would be done all through its duration. The winners would receive a 

recognition by a Spanish public authority after their final presentation.  

The coffee challenge is a 4, part process:  
 

1. Open challenge: IMBA Students in groups of maximum 5 people would enter a competition 
to answer the challenge question over a 4 weeks period from February 4th until 5nd (before 
Elective Term starts).   
 

2. Mentoring Period: The winners would work with professor María López-Escorial on refining 
the solution proposed for the challenge topic with Supracafe and AMUCC cooperative as their 
main client. From March 30th until May 22nd May, during Elective Term.  
 

3. Field work: The winners would go to Colombia to help co-create the implementation of the 
solution proposed during 2 weeks at no cost (travelling, lodging, and meal costs will be 
included). The co-creation exercise will culminate with a final presentation to all stakeholders 
in Colombia. (24th May-5th June). 

 

4. Final Presentation: On return to Madrid, students present their solution in front of the 
Challenge Partners.  
A public recognition would be given to the teams by a Spanish Public Authority.  

 



 
 
REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THIS COURSE 
 
 Have a conversational level of Spanish. You need to be able to communicate and co-create with 

the Colombian Stakeholders. 

 Taking Business at the Bottom of the Pyramid Elective is extremely recommended. It will give you 
all the background information to work on the solution proposed. 

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The challenge has five main learning objectives: 

 Learn how triple bottom line business (economic, social, environmental) work  
 Understand the needs of BoP consumer. 
 Understand the reality and functioning of inclusive value chains. 
 Experiment design thinking at its roots including a co-creation exercise and be able to implement 

the methodology in a real project. 
 Create a business and revenue model with social impact to increase the earnings of coffee 

growers in Colombia. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The course is designed to further develop your analytical skills and develop your knowledge of an 
increasing key segment of the population. Ultimately, you should develop improved decision-making 
skills, including the ability to analyze problems, evaluate alternatives, and make better decisions, 
especially when trying to evaluate or pursue a business at the bottom of the pyramid in light of 
customer needs. 

METHODOLOGY 

We will use the U theory and design thinking to co-create our solution with the Colombian 
Stakeholders in the bootcamp in Colombia: 



 
 
 
PROGRAM 
 
1. Challenge (4th Feb - 5nd Mar) 
 
The challenge main question as well as all the relevant information to answer would be released to all 
the teams inscribed in the challenge. Teams would be working on the challenge for four weeks, from 
February 4th until  March 5th. Final presentation would be delivered on March 6th to the challenge jury. 
The winning teams would be announced on March 11th. 
 
2. Mentoring (30thMar - 22ndMay) 
The teams would be working for 2 months to build the marketing and implementation plan of their 
solution and to prepare for their work in Colombia. Teams would need to meet among themselves 
every week and every 2 weeks with their mentor.  
 
3. Field Work in Colombia (23rd May-6th June) 
Teams would travel to Colombia for two weeks to work on their proposed solution and its 
implementation.  
 
4. Final course presentation (6th-End June) 
On return the final presentation would be given to the challenge partners .  

 
The program in Colombia consists on three stages: 

 

 

Absorb (Download & Observe phases) 

3

ABSORB INTEGRATE CO-CREATE

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK  3 



The first stage would be a deep immersion to fully understand the situation, circumstances and the 
ecosystem in which we are going to co-create 

- What sustainability means in this ecosystem 
- The BoP producer. Develop a dairy of the poor. Construct a family P&L. Calculate the 

indebtness capacity 
- Coffee Inclusive value chain in el Cauca 
- The geopolitical situation 
- Other sources of income 
- Impact measurement 
- Environmental constrains and impact 

Integrate (Empathize & Transform) 

We will get together in groups with the stakeholders to solve in a hackathon the main issue of the 
challenge implementation. 

Main stake-holders: AMUCC cooperative members, community leaders, Supracafe management, local 
and regional authorities, local cooperatives, local associations, participants of Empresa y Café program 
(local future coffee leaders), Pazcafé, and others.  

We will be using the poverty spot-light tool (Asociación Paraguaya) to identify and prioritize group 
needs.  

Co-create (crystallize) 

Each group will co-create the implementation of the proposed solution. We will continue using the 
poverty spot-light tool. 

We will present our final plan to: 

- The stakeholders in el Cauca 
- To the Colombian authorities in Bogotá 
- To the project panel in Madrid 

On return, the winners would be given an award by a relevant public person back in Spain. 

 
EVALUATION METHOD 

For an adequate accomplishment of the objective of the course, the student should have an extremely 
active and engaged participation all along its length. The evaluation system would be ongoing.  

Your final grade in the course will be based on both individual and group work. The evaluation criteria 
is based on: 

 

Criteria Score % 

Program participation & Commitment 35% 

Individual experience write up 25% 

Final group presentation 40% 

 
A. Program Participation & Commitment (35%) 



Program participation is essential in this course. Participation would be graded as: 

- Involvement with the community and participants 
- Respect and understanding of others reality 
- Participation on the exercises 
- Interest in the activities  
- Relevance of the solutions proposed 
- Ability to generate consensus 
- Active listening 

Failing to attend more than 80% of the program activities would automatically give a Failed in the 
course. 

When determining the participation grade at the end of the course, the following questions will be 
asked: 

 How well the participant understands stakeholder’s reality? How respectful is it? 
 Does it contribute to the good spirit of the conversation and the group? 
 Show active listening of previous participant’s interventions? 
 Are the points made relevant to the discussion? Did the comments add to our understanding of 

the situation? 
 Is it a new idea or new perspective of the analyzed problem? 
 Does it show an understanding of previous ideas putting them in context and interrelating them? 
 Does it challenge already established assumptions? 
 Do comments show an understanding of the needs, of the constrains, theories, concepts, and 

analytical devices? 
 Were the concepts presented in a concise and convincing fashion? 

 
Individual experience write up (25%) 

As part of the individual grade, you have to handle a personal reflection of the whole process including 
how the concepts analyzed in the BoP course are grounded in reality.  

The write-up has an upper limit of 2.000 words font 11. Write-ups longer than the specified length would 
not be read and/or marked in fairness to the rest of the group. 
 
C. Final Group Presentation (40%) 
 
Each group will end up the project with a presentation to the rest of the stakeholders. The 
presentation would include the problem identification, the proposed solution and the implementation 
plan as well as key factors for success. It may include a marketing plan. 
 
Structure of the presentation 
 Problem statement/ Situation analysis (Description, consumer analysis, USP, needs addressed, 

commercial strategy) 
 Proposed solution 
 Keys for future success 
 Implementation plan 
 Recommendations 

It will be particularly valued the strategic analysis, the understanding of the situation and the client 
needs as well as the inclusion of the concepts applied during the course, and how realistic are the 
strategic recommendations and actions to put them in place. 

All members of the group should present, and all have to take at least one question. 



 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 

We will provide all the documentation needed for the challenge in the web page created specifically for 
it.  

The bibliography would be the same as the BoP elective: 

The majority of the readings will be done by the use of articles and studies. The studies will provide 
students with a thorough and comprehensive view of the topic. The articles reading provides you with 
a detailed understanding of specific issues around the topic. 

Bibliography: 

 OTTO SHARMER The essencials of Theory U. Core principles and applications. Berrett-Koehler 
Publishers. March 2018. 

 P. POLAK & M. WARWICK The Business Solution to Poverty: Designing Products and Services for 
Three Billion New Customers. Sep 2013 

 S. MULLAINATHAN & E. SHAFIR Scarcity. The true cost of not having enough. Penguin Books 
2013. 

 C.K. PRAHALAD “The Fortune at the bottom of the pyramid. Eradicating poverty through profits.” 
Wharton School Publishing. 2004. 

 COLLINS, MORDUCH, RUTHERFORD, RUTHVEN. "Portfolios of the Poor". Princeton University 
Press. 2009.  

 DUFLO & BANERJEE "Poor Economics" Penguin Books. 2011. 
 YUNUS, MUHAMAD. "Creating a World Without Poverty: Social Business and the Future of 

Capitalism". PublicAffairs; Reprint edition (January 6, 2009) 
 MICHAEL PORTER & MARK CRAMER: "Creating Shared Value". HBR R1101C 
 KOTLER, P. & LEE, N (2009). "Up and Out of Poverty: The Social Marketing Solution". Prentice 

Hall 2009. 
 JEFFREY SACHS: "The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time". Penguin Books; 1ST 

edition (February 28, 2006) 

Additional materials may be distributed (on needed basis) as the course progresses. 

Articles about the subject appear also in my publications: 
El País Paneta Futuro: http://elpais.com/autor/maria_lopez_escorial/a/ 
IE Marketing blog: http://marketing.blogs.ie.edu/archives/tag/maria-lopez-escorial 
Compromiso Empresarial. Opinión: http://www.compromisoempresarial.com/author/maria-lopez/ 
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